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A B S T R A C T

In this work, we realized and tested an integrated opto-microfluidics platform entirely made on lithium niobate
(LiNbO3) crystals, able to detect the single droplet passage and estimate its size without the need of any imaging
processing. It is based on the coupling of a self-aligned integrated optical stage, made of an array of optical
waveguides, to a microfluidic circuit such as a T-junction or Cross-junction engraved in the same substrate. The
platform presented high quality performances in terms of optical triggering, reproducibility and stability in time,
allowing in real-time data analysis. The comparison with standard approaches using microscopes and fast
camera imagining acquisition and relative post-processing, showed an increased capability better than 50%. The
demonstrated feasibility of integration of these two stages will allow the realization of a Lab-On-a-Chip on a
monolithic substrate of lithium niobate, exploiting its multiple applications for manipulation of droplets.

1. Introduction

Since the development of devices for inkjet printer in the ‘50s, mi-
crofluidic technology has been addressed as a highly performant and
reliable tool for a wide range of applications, such as chemical and
biological analysis and sensing [1]. Although the microfluidics devices
are compact and have a reduced size, in most of the cases they still
require bulky and extra optical set-ups to investigate and detect the
fluid and dispersed phases within, such as microscopes and imaging
processes. In particular, fast sensing applications typically require ex-
pensive fast cameras, large data storage and need long post processing
analysis, which make unfeasible a real-time sensing. This lack of in-
tegration and portability between the microfluidic device and the op-
tical detection set-up is one of the main issue for non-massive com-
mercialization of microfluidic devices, thus keeping most of the
prototypes just at a proof-of-concept. For these reasons, increasing at-
tempts to integrate multiple stages on the same substrate have been
proposed. Among others, the realization of an optical stage, able to
detect and identify the flow of objects inside micro-channels has par-
ticular interest especially in the field of particle sensing and actuation.
Many solutions have been tested to substitute imaging techniques: the
embedding of optical fibers in polymeric based device [2–5], the

integration of waveguide by means of micro-lenses to focus the light in
the middle of the fluidic channels [6], the integration of localized LED
sources [7,8] or photodiodes [8,9], and capacitive sensing [10–15] or
thermal sensing [16] by means of electrode are the most investigated.
However, each of them has severe drawbacks: for example, electrodes
exhibit degradation problems and may be too invasive; while the fiber
coupling and the combination of waveguide with lenses suffer for very
low reproducibility in the fabrication, like aligning problems. Some
tests have been tried to integrate a waveguide with a microfluidic
channel [17–19], but in channels roughness did not allow a perfect
coupling, maintaining align problem.

Recently, lithium niobate (LiNbO3) has been proposed as a valid
alternative for integrating [20–22] multiple stages on the same sub-
strate, thanks to its numerous properties already exploited in integrated
optics. Although this material is widely exploited for electro-optical
devices and for realizing optical systems, such as second harmonic
generators [23], optical modulators and waveguides [24,25], in the last
years it has been demonstrated also to be an interesting material for
microfluidic applications. As a matter of fact, it has been already
exploited as active substrate for acoustic wave generation [26] and
particle trapping [27–30] in liquids, as well as light-controlled switcher
of liquid crystal [31]. Furthermore, only recently the feasibility of
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microchannels fabrication in lithium niobate by means of dicing
[22,32], laser ablation [22,33,34], micromilling [35], and even for
droplet generation circuits [20,22] has been proven. These features
make this material an optimal candidate for Lab-On-a-Chip (LOC) ap-
plications.

In this work, we present the first self-aligned opto-microfluidic
platform completely integrated in lithium niobate for optical detection
of dispersed phases in fluids, such as droplets, by coupling a cross-shape
junction for droplets generation and optical waveguides array all rea-
lized on the same substrate. As a matter of fact, the generation and
detection of droplets are the first main steps for the subsequent reali-
zation of a more complex multifunctional LOC.

Both the fluidic and optical stages were realized on the same com-
mercial lithium niobate crystal. Microfluidic channels were engraved
by exploiting a precision saw with a polymeric blade, as recently dis-
cussed in [22], crossing orthogonally an array of optical waveguides
previously realized via titanium in-diffusion. In this way, the wave-
guides can be exploited to illuminate fluids and objects present in the
channels and, at the same time, to detect the transmitted or emitted
light. As demonstrated by Bettella et al. [22], the micromachining
process used for the realization of the fluidic circuit provides the low
roughness for the lateral walls of the channels, so that the transmission
of the optical waveguides is not perturbed by light diffusion at the in-
terfaces. It significantly simplifies the fabrication since no further
chemical or mechanical treatment of surfaces is necessary. Moreover,
the fabrication of the waveguide in a single step require no mechanical
alignment with the fluidic channel (as will be explained in the Ex-
perimental section), avoiding the irreproducibility in the aligning pro-
cess between two optical stages on the two side of the microchannel.

Indeed, the LiNbO3-based platform herein presented actuates as a
self-aligned optical sensor sensitive to the passage of a single droplet,
which is therefore analyzed individually so that its position, sizes,
geometry and their optical properties can be monitored in real-time.
Although we tested the device with droplets, the optical trigger concept
can be extended to flowing objects of different nature, such as biolo-
gical samples or particles. As a matter of fact, the high confinement of
light provided by the integrated optical waveguides system not only
allows the detection of objects at the micro-scale, but it is also highly
sensitive to small difference of the refractive index.

2. Experimental

2.1. Chip fabrication

The opto-fluidic device consists in a monolithic substrate of lithium
niobate, where a cross-shape droplet generator was engraved and
coupled with an array of optical waveguides transverse to the main
fluidic channel, as sketched in Fig. 1a. Z-propagating optical wave-
guides were realized on a 1mm thick commercial congruent LiNbO3

wafer (Crystal Technology) by titanium (Ti) local doping via thermal in-
diffusion. The titanium doping was achieved by combining photo-
lithographic and thin-film deposition techniques, as already described
by the authors in [21].

A photoresist layer S1813 (S1800 series, Microchem) was spinned at
the surface of the lithium niobate substrate (1 min at 6000 rpm) pre-
viously cleaned by plasma Oxygen and coated with primer based on
hexathyldisilizane (HDMS) to enhance photoresist adhesion. A pattern
constituted of 5 μm width stripes was then photo-induced by exposing
the substrate to a UV illumination at 9mW/cm2 for 18 s, through a
chrome mask fabricated on lime glass (Deltamask). Afterwards, the
pattern was developed by dipping in a stirred bath of Microposit
Developer MF-300 for 1min and rinsed in distilled water. A 40 nm Ti
thin film was then deposited at the patterned surface of the LiNbO3

substrate via sputtering technique (sputtering conditions: Argon atmo-
sphere at a pressure of 5×10−3 mbar and a deposition power of 40W
for 22min). The titanium excess and photoresist were removed in a

bath of SVC™-14 at 60 °C under sonication for few seconds, thus ob-
taining an array of 5 μm width titanium stripes equally spaced 2mm
apart. As a final step, a thermal treatment was performed in a tubular
furnace (Hochtemperaturofen GmbH, model F-VS 100-500/13, Gero) at
1030 °C for 2 h in an oxygen atmosphere, thus promoting the complete
Ti in-diffusion.

The resulting Titanium in-depth profile was determined by means of
Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) as reported in [21]. The
doped layer is confined in few micrometers nearby the surface, pre-
senting a semi-Gaussian profile with a half width at half maximum
(HWHM) of (1.33 ± 0.06) μm. This configuration is needed to support
a single optical mode propagation within the waveguide, but guaran-
teeing a section that covers 2% of the microfluidic channel height.
Subsequently, the channel waveguides realized were characterized as in
[22] showing a refractive index increase Δne at the surface equal to
1.12 ± 0.03× 10−2 for extraordinary light and
Δno= (0.66 ± 0.02)× 10−2 for ordinary light.

This treated wafer was cut into six samples of 2× 3 cm, as reported

Fig. 1. Sketches of the lithium niobate chip: (a) device near the lateral wall
of the channel, where waveguides output meet the microfluidic channel: in
yellow the waveguides are represented facing each others cross the micro-
channel in red, in light blue lithium niobate substrate and in dark blue the
flowing droplets. b) photo of the final device with lithium niobate on the
bottom, glass cover on the top with tubings connections. c) Scheme of the cuts
performed by the Disco saw 321, where red lines are the lithium niobate x-cut
3in wafer, magenta ones are the 1mm deep cuts and the blue ones represent the
microfluidic channels. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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in Fig. 1b (magenta lines) obtaining 6 different chips from one wafer.
The cuts were performed by means of a Disco Dad 321 precision saw
equipped with a diamond particle-polymeric blade. The same saw was
exploited for engraving the microfluidic channels (blue lines in Fig. 1b),
which are 200 μm wide and 100 μm deep. As already reported by the
authors in [22], the lateral walls of the engraved circuit showed a good
optical quality with lateral surface roughness of about 4 nm RMS, thus
ensuring an optimum coupling of the waveguides with the microfluidic
channels without the need for further chemical or mechanical treat-
ments of the device. In particular, with this preparation protocol the
waveguides result to be located at the top of the channel: this config-
uration presents the advantage to minimize and simplify the manu-
facturing steps respect the realization of waveguides centered respect
the channel by way of Ti thermal diffusion. As a matter of fact, each
waveguide is crossed and therefore interrupted by the engraved mi-
crofluidic channel: the net result is two identical waveguides perpen-
dicular to the channel and faces each other and therefore perfectly
aligned. One will play the role of input waveguide, the other that of
output waveguide. This protocol is fully compatible with other in-
tegrated optical stages that can be realized on the lithium niobate
surface such as optical modulators [36]. It also allows the study of the
local interaction between an object (i.e. a droplet) and the surfaces of
the channel, as needed in the case of laminar boundary layer or particle
manipulation via dielectrophoretic/electrophoretic effects. Since the
position of the waveguide respect to the channel is related to the trigger
response of the device and, consequently, it allows to derive different
information on the investigated objects. In the case of droplets, for in-
stance, its length and the meniscus shape can be detected and mon-
itored as well as the confinement due to the surface. In our case, the
illuminated depth inside the channel is about 15–20 μm (15–20% of the
channel height) since the waveguides is located at the top of the fluidic
channel and has a numerical aperture of 0.22. Although a waveguide at
the center of the microfluidic channel investigates a larger section of
the channel, it is instead less sensitive to interfaces and requires many
other manufacturing steps. In general an embedded waveguide is not
normally compatible with optical stages realized on the surface of the
material, thus limiting the LOC complexity of the integrated function-
alities therein achievable.

Finally, the LiNbO3 samples were sealed with a silica cover, with
proper holes and silicon tubes for microfluidic inlets, as reported in
Fig. 1b. The sealing procedure was achieved with the technique de-
scribed by Langelier et al. [37] using a thin layer of NOA68® (Nordland
Optics), an UV curable adhesive. Although lithium niobate has a hy-
drophobic behavior in all three different crystal directions [38] a
100 μM octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) solution in toluene was fluxed
through the channels, in order to homogenize the microfluidic chan-
nels’ hydrophobicity and increase the droplets production efficiency.

2.2. Optical trigger setup

The performances of the final device were characterized by means
of the setup shown in Fig. 2. A He–Ne laser (wavelength=632.28 nm,
power=4mW) was coupled into one waveguide of the device by mean
of a 20×/0.4 objective. The light polarization and power is controlled
by a half wave plate (λ/2 in Fig. 2) and a polarizer (pol. in Fig. 2). The
alignment between the beam and the waveguide was achieved by a 6
degree of freedom micropositioner. The chip holder allowed the fluidic
connection with two independent syringe pumps (PHD 2000, Harvard
Apparatus). The flows were controlled in order to produce MilliQ®

droplets in a continuous phase of mineral oil (Sigma Aldrich) with
0.09% (w/w) surfactant SPAN80® (Sigma Aldrich). Thanks to the three
inlets, the cross shape geometry allows the production of droplets in
two possible configurations. The flow-focusing configuration, where the
continuous phase is flowed in two orthogonal channels with respect to
the dispersed phase, or the T-junction configuration where one of the
three inlets is closed and the other two are used for flowing the two
phases. Since the working principle of the optical microfluidic device is
independent of the droplets production configuration, in this work tests
and measurements were performed in the T-junction configuration.
Indeed, the droplets flow in the same main channel coupled with the
waveguides, irrespective of the generation process.

When passing in front of a waveguide, the droplets interact with the
light from the input waveguide, and the output waveguide collects the
transmitted light across the microfluidic channel. At the end of the
output waveguide, the intensity was analyzed by a near field technique,
using a Vidicon tube. The output was magnified up to 430 times, read
by a silicon photodiode and amplified by mean of a transimpedance
amplifier. Finally, the analog signal was digitalized through an oscil-
loscope Agilent MSO-X 2012A oscilloscope.

The setup was tested with different droplet lengths and frequency.
The continuous phase flow Qc was varied in the range {10, 20, 30,
40}mL/min. The dispersed phase flow Qd was modified accordingly to
Qc, in order to vary the ratio Φ=Qd/Qc. For each value of Qc the tested
range of Φ was {0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 1, 1.2, 1.5}. This range corresponds
to a range of frequency from 2.2 Hz to 121.9 Hz and a range of droplet
volume from 4.69 nL to15.7 nL. The same experiment was compared to
those acquired in real time imaging of the droplets fluxes using a
standard setup (i.e. an inverted microscope coupled with a fast camera)
described in [22], by way of comparison.

3. Results and discussions

The aim of this work was to realize an integrated opto-fluidic system
for the generation and real-time counting of droplets flowing inside a
microfluidic channel, with a system which was more versatile than
standard imaging techniques. In this way, the well-known procedure for
a microscope trigger can be substituted by fast, reproducible and por-
table set-up with no need of post-processing data analysis. To achieve

Fig. 2. Experimental setup: a 632.28 nm He-Ne laser was enlarged by two lens (L1,L2) to properly fit the pupil of the objective, then a half wave plate and a
polarizer allow the choice of the polarization. The light recollected on the other side of the chip were analyzed by a Vidicon tube in a near field mode. The Vidicon
tube was coupled with a 50x objective and were focalized on the external side of the chip. The signal was transduced and amplified into a Voltage value by mean of a
photodiode with a transimpedance. The magnification of the whole system is 430x.
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this result, the concept was to detect the intensity time dependent
signal collected by the output waveguide as an optical trigger.

The working principle of the device is explained in Fig. 3, where the
interpretation of a droplets train output signal was sketched (Fig. 3a)
and compare with the real output signal (Fig. 3b). Plateaux at different
heights alternate, one corresponding to the continuous phase and the
other one to the droplet optical transmission detected by the output
waveguide. As shown in the sketch in Fig. 3a, the top plateau refers to

the flowing of the continuous phase in front of the waveguide, while the
bottom one refers to the scattering of light by the droplet surface. In this
way, it is possible to measure the time duration Δtd for the droplet to
cross the line of sight of the waveguide. Moreover, system can identify
clearly the instant at which advancing and receding menisci flow, since
they are detected as “fall” and “rise” of the detected signal, like a
droplet trigger. It is worth mentioning that the detected signal contains
physical information that are univocally related to the droplet size: (1)

Fig. 3. The working mechanism of the signal: a) Scheme of the time interval measured with the integrated optical trigger system during the passage of droplets, tai
(violet) and tri (green) refer respectively to the passage of the receding and advancing menisci. The Δtd= ta - tr represents the passage time of a droplet and it’s
proportional to the droplet length. The Δtr = tri+1 - tri (black), Δta= tai+1 – tai (red) are the duration between the passage of two consecutive menisci, receding and
advancing respectively. These parameters are estimators for the period of the droplet generations. b) Example of the voltage signal form the photodiode at the
passage of three subsequent droplets. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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the advancing and receding menisci are distinctively identified in the
recorded signal, (2) the length of each droplet can be determined
without post-imagining techniques; (3) asymmetries in the droplets
shape are detected and (4) each single droplet can be individually
analyzed. These characteristics make this platform a valid alternative to
other set-ups for sensing size and dispersed particle into a fluxed fluid,
like capacitive sensor or microscope.

In the following section, we will focus on the study of its perfor-
mances and potentialities.

3.1. Integrated opto-microfluidics response

The signal period corresponds to the reciprocal of the frequency of
droplets generation: Δta is the period relative to the advancing menisci
whilst Δtr refers to the receding menisci respectively, as depicted in
Fig. 3a. In order to obtain a trigger, the crucial parts of the signal are
the rise and the fall due to the passage on the menisci. In all the signals
both the rise and fall of the square wave are characterized by defined
sharp peaks (Fig. 4a), which identify the interaction behaviors between
the light and advancing, receding menisci respectively. Furthermore,
these peaks are a fingerprint of the meniscus shape. The droplet cur-
vature along with its refractive index acts as a focusing medium that
transiently improve coupling into the output waveguide. Moreover, it is
worth mentioning that the rising and falling edges of the detected signal

are extremely reproducible (Fig. 4b). The length of the droplet is pro-
portional to droplet duration Δtd provided that the droplet velocity v is
constant. However, It is mandatory to properly define a trustworthy
protocol in data analysis to identify the real beginning and the end of
each droplet, and the relative error. From the statistical analysis of a
large number of droplets trains, it emerged that the best physical
quantity representing the beginning (and the end) of a meniscus is the
instant t corresponding to the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
the recorded signal, taken with respect to two adjacent plateau (con-
tinuous and dispersed phases respectively). A customized software was
developed to analyze the detected signal (i.e. the output voltage from
the acquisition system) in order to obtain the average signal value of
each plateau. The passage time instant ta of all the advancing menisci
was recorded. The difference Δta between two subsequent droplets was
calculated (see Fig. 5a) as well as its average ( tΔ av

a ) and standard de-
viation, for each combination of tested flow rates (Qc= 10, 20, 30,
40 μL/min and for each of this Qd= 10, 1 {0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 1, 1.2, 1.5}
Qc μL/min). The same analyses were performed for the passage times of

Fig. 4. Reproducibility of the signal and the meniscus: Examples of the
superposition of the signal from four different single droplet: a) entire signal of
droplets triggered with the fall of the advancing menisci, b) focus on the ad-
vancing menisci, where it is also depicted the estimation δt of the uncertainty
related to a fall/drop of the signal. Blue lines refer to the 16% of the average
fall/drop of the signal, in the same way light green lines refer to the 84%.

Fig. 5. Comparisons between the microscope setup system (MS) and the
droplet measured with the optical trigger system (WG) here presented: a)
Δta (advancing menisci), b) Δtd droplet duration (time of passage of a droplets).
The Logarithmic scales were set for a better visualization. Error bars were not
drawn for the sake of clarity (markers size is bigger than errors). All repeated
measurements were reported when available.
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the receding menisci Δtr and of a single droplet Δtd (see Fig. 5b). The
relative difference −t t t(Δ Δ )/Δav

r
av
r

av
a never exceeded 0.2%, and their

dispersion was compatible within 10%. It is worth mentioning that no
systematic trends between tΔ av

a , tΔ av
r across the tested rates was mea-

sured, as confirmed also by residuals and covariance tests of cross-
linked quantities. In particular the statistical analysis evidenced that
there is no distinction in preferring one or the other parameter ( tΔ av

a ,
tΔ av

r ) as an estimator for the droplets frequency.
The uncertainty in the estimation of the time intervals depends on

how it is measured the time duration of the rise or fall of the signal. As
consequence, a systematic investigation on the precision and accuracy
of the measurements was carried out at every experimental configura-
tion previously quoted. The best choice to estimate this time duration in
a reproducible way independently of the experimental conditions, was
to measure δt between two thresholds fixed at the 16% and 84% of the
difference between higher and lower level of plateau, as sketched in
Fig. 4b. This estimation depends on the speed and the shape of the
droplets, and consequently on the flow rates employed. In this work
range, δt was found to vary from 377 ± 4 μs at a flow rates Qc,
Qd= 10, 1 μL/min down to 50 ± 1 μs at Qc, Qd= 40, 60 μL/min.
These values are extremely low respect to the time intervals between
two droplets. In particular the ratio between δt and Δta spreads from
0.4% for first case (Δta= 11.21 ± 0.03ms Qc, Qd= 40, 60 μL/min) to
0.1% for the second one (Δta= 369 ± 6ms Qc, Qd= 10, 1 μL/min).
Moreover, δt results to be very small also compared to the time of
passage Δtd of a single droplet, less than 0.8% for all tested rates.

It is straightforward that an immediate useful application of this
integrated opto-microfluidic system is the fast triggering of the droplets
in real-time. In microfluidics applications the standard way to measure
droplets frequencies and lengths is to employ the experimental setup
described in [22], which requires a microscope equipped with fast
camera, a data storage and a post-processing software to analyze
images. In addition to the bulky setup, the time and the cost of the
process is directly proportional to the frequency of the droplets; fur-
thermore, frequency on the order of 1 kHz make a real time processing
no more feasible, especially when each single droplet needs to be
analyzed separately. On the contrary this configuration has no limit in

frequency (as compared to the typical frequency of droplet generator
i.e. less than 10 kHz), high portability and low cost, relying on the need
of standard and already integrated accessories such as a low power
laser, two fibers connected to the microfluidic device and a photodiode
with simple electronics triggering a square wave.

3.2. Integrated opto-microfluidics capability

In order to compare the performance of the integrated opto-micro-
fluidic platform and of the standard approaches based on microscope
imaging detection, several experiments were performed on trains of 100
droplets at different flow rates. This comparison aimed to evidence the
potentialities and possible drawbacks of exploiting a real-time acqui-
sition system that does not use any imaging tool and investigate its use
in triggering application.

The comparison between the tΔ av
a , tΔ av

d (the average over all droplet
of Δta, Δtd) obtained by the integrated optical trigger and the time in-
tervals tΔ av

a,m, tΔ av
d,m obtained with the microscope imaging in the same

conditions are reported in Fig. 5 (the logarithmic scale is just for a
better visualization of the data). The results take into account also the
uncertainties due to the reproducibility of the measurements made in
different laboratories and days. Nevertheless, data from microscope
image analysis and from the integrated optical trigger show a good
agreement both as single points and as trends (Fig. 5), thus demon-
strating the compatibility of the two measurements methods, and the
validity of the comparison that is improving at higher ϕ values.

The integrated optical trigger is definitively better than the standard
system not only thanks to its fast response time but also due to its
higher sensitivity. As a matter of fact, the dispersions of measured Δt
(all three parameter considered in the paper) on a population of about
100 droplets were calculated both from the data obtained with the
microscope, and from those derived by the optical trigger. The com-
parison between the two measurement systems is reported in Fig. 6,
where the dispersions are plotted for each set value of Qc at each dis-
persed flow rate Qd. If more than one measurement was available, the
higher value of the dispersion was plotted. As it can be noted from
Fig. 6, apart from few points at the lowest flow rates, the optical trigger

Fig. 6. Comparisons in dispersion between
microscope and optical trigger system (WG)
here presented: Comparison between the
dispersion σ of Δta between subsequent droplet
obtained with the microscope setup system
(red bins) and the droplet measured with the
optical trigger system (blue bins), for each
tested ϕ and Qc: a) 10 μL/min, b) 20 μL/min, c)
30 μL/min and d) 40 μL/min. (For interpreta-
tion of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web ver-
sion of this article.)
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is characterized by a significant lower dispersion in the determination
of Δt, in average the optical trigger dispersion is more than 0.5 times of
microscope dispersion. In particular, the microscope setup dispersion is
constant and does not show any evident trend depending on the mi-
crofluidics setup (as evident when looking at the σ dependence on ϕ).
While, the optical trigger follows a decreasing trend (lower dispersion
at increasing ϕ), demonstrating that it is mainly affected by the natural
droplet size dispersion of the generation process. Indeed, the droplet
generation fluctuations are expected to decrease with increasing of the
flow thanks to the greater system stability. Furthermore, as already
stated in [22], this integrated optical-microfluidic platform is able to
generate droplets with a size dispersion less than 3% and mono-mode
size distribution, which is aligned with standard results obtained in
literature with others polymeric substrate [39,40].

4. Conclusion

For the first time, an opto-fluidic platform for droplet generation
and optical triggering was completely realized in a single lithium nio-
bate substrate and accurately characterized. The voltage signal output
exhibited a high reproducible and stable behavior throughout a wide
range of droplet volumes and velocities, and the data follow the same
trends observed in microscope-based analysis, but showing less dis-
persion. Indeed, comparison with the microscope-fast camera method
highlighted the good performance of the LiNbO3 device, which reduced
the signal reading dispersion of more than 50% respect to the standard
setup. Moreover, the droplet signal profile showed how the shape of the
voltage signal is directly determined by the droplet size and geometry.
So that the beginning and the end of each droplet can be clearly dis-
tinguished and associated with the rise and fall of its corresponding
electrical signal. These results encourage future applications of LiNbO3-
based devices as sensors not only for size and volume of droplet, but
also for single particle tracing.

The presence of a fully integrated and self-aligned optical stage, i.e.
the waveguides array, will also allow performing a wide range of op-
tical investigations, such as absorption or fluorescence measurements,
suitable for deriving physical and chemical properties of droplet. In
conclusion, the feasibility of this optofluidic prototype on lithium nio-
bate paves the way for the realization of more complex, independent
and portable LOC devices, where the multiple applications of this ma-
terial in microfluidic and integrated optics fields are exploited.
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